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STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. The Respondent, the Republic of Sylvania, and the Republic of Freedonia signed the

Freedonia-Sylvania BIT (FS-BIT), on 13 June 1994.

2. The Claimant, Freedonian Petroleum, is an international energy company 60% owned by

Freedonian government and 40% owned by a consortium of privately-held and publicly-

traded Freedonian enterprises with expertise in various phases of oil exploration and

production.

3. On 1 February 2007, the Respondent issued an international tender process. The only bidder,

FPS, was incorporated by the Claimant.

4. On 26 May 2007, the Respondent, authorised by the Sylvanian Congress, and FPS entered

into the Medanos Licence Agreement, granting FPS a 5-year non-exclusive oil exploration

and drilling licence in respect to the Medanos Field. Subsequently, started operated drilling-

exploration wells in the area. The Agreement, inter alia, includes Clauses 18 and 22. Clause

18 provides that the Respondent undertakes all the necessary measures to ensure FPS enjoyed

all rights of the Agreement. It also provided that all modifications of the terms and conditions

of the Agreement are to be made by mutual written consent of the parties. Clause 22 states

that this Agreement shall have the force of law.

5. On 9 June 2009, a large explosion occurred in the Medanos Field causing several oil wells to

leak. The origin of the explosion is still unknown.

6. On 16 June 2009, in a press conference, scientist advisors to the Sylvania Government stated

that the Gulf oil spill could reach the Sylvania Keys, a protected marshland area characterised

by high levels of biodiversity. The situation led to a public outcry for the State of Sylvania to

step in.

7. On 21 November 2009, a new amendment to the Sylvanian freedom of information law (FoI

Law), limited third party access to information concerning cases before international tribunals

involving the Respondent. Third parties would now have to apply to a Sylvanian court for
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release of case details, whereas before the information to such cases was available to the

public.

8. On 10 December 2009, Sylvanian Congress amended the Oil Pollution Act (OPA), which

revised the limitation on liability for damages from oil pollution and established a fund for the

payment of compensation for such damages. The amendment also included new safety

obligations. This new law was retrospectively applied with effect from 1 June 2009.

9. On 12 February 2010, after one month of fruitless negotiations, FPS sought declaratory relief

from Sylvanian courts to the effect that the terms of the Agreement took precedent over the

OPA amendments. The outcome of the case is still unclear.

10. On 26 February 2010, the Respondent ordered FPS to pay SD 150,000,000 liquidated

damages for breach of the Agreement and the OPA as amended. FPS commenced

administrative proceedings before the Ministry of Energy to resist payment. On 10 June

2010, the Ministry rejected FPS’s claim and ordered it to pay the Respondent SD 150,000,000

for breach of the Claimant’s safety obligations. On 15 June 2010, Government officials met

with FPS to try to reach an agreement regarding the payment. This attempt failed.

11. On 10 August 2010, the Respondent adopted a new Hydrocarbon Law, through which it

created NPCS. On 29 November 2010, the President of Sylvania, authorised by Sylvanian

laws, suspended FPS’s licence and authorised NPCS to take over the premises. NPCS was to

undertake remedial works and all the necessary measures to deal with the situation until FPS

presented an acceptable plan. NPCS took over the leaking oil wells and have remained in

control ever since.

12. On 23 December 2010, after Freedonian and Sylvanian officials failed diplomatic

negotiations without adopting any solution, the Claimant sent a written communication to the

Respondent, stating that the transfers of the oil wells to NPCS was a breach of the FS-BIT.

The response was negative. No amicable settlement was reached within the three months

provided for in the FS-BIT and the Claimant filed a request for arbitration.
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13. On 23 March 2011, the Claimant filed request for arbitration before ICC, asking

compensation for breach of FS-BIT due to expropriation, unfair and inequitable treatment and

violation of legitimate expectations.

14. On 26 August 2011, CSE, a non-profit NGO supporting Sylvania’s actions to protect the

environment, submitted to the Sylvanian Court of Administrative Matters for the release of

details of the arbitration proceedings between the parties, which the Court granted. On 10

September 2011, CSE filed with the Arbitral Tribunal a request to participate in the arbitral

proceedings as amicus curiae party. This request is also being disputed by the Claimant.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS

JURISDICTION.

15. The Claimant submits that the Tribunal has jurisdiction over the present dispute. The

Claimant is an investor for the purposes of Art. 1(3)(a) and (b) of the FS-BIT. The fork-in-

the-road has not been triggered as the claims before the domestic and the international fora are

fundamentally different. The actions of NPCS are attributable to the Respondent as it is fully

controlled by the Respondent, is part of the State structure and performs State functions.

16. On the contrary, this Tribunal does not have jurisdiction over the Respondent’s counterclaim

since the same is barred on grounds of res judicata and alternatively on lis pendens grounds.

Additionally the Respondent has not complied with the forum selection clause included in the

Agreement.

MERITS OF THE CLAIM.

17. Firstly, the Respondent has breached its confidentiality obligations. The Respondent has

breached an implied duty of obligation and has breached the Sylvanian FoI Law and

Domestic Regulations. Moreover, the Respondent has breached the confidentiality obligation

pertaining to the arbitral process as stated in Art. 1(3) of the ICC Rules.

18. Secondly, the Respondent has expropriated the Claimant’s investment by suspending the

licence granted to the Claimant for five years and taking over the Claimants oil wells. The

Respondent has substantially deprived the Claimant of the value of its investment and has

effectively neutralized the investment. This amounts to expropriation and breach of Art. 4(2)

of the FS-BIT.

19. Thirdly, the Respondent has failed to accord fair and equitable treatment to the Claimant’s

investment by breaching its legitimate expectations, failing to provide due process and acting

arbitrarily.

20. Lastly, the Respondent is neither entitled to rely on Art. 9 of the FS-BIT nor on Art. 25 of the

ILC Articles to defend its actions. Thus, the Respondent has breached its treaty obligations.
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ARGUMENTS

PART ONE: JURISDICITION

21. The Claimant is an international energy company, active in various regions of the world.

It invested in the Respondent’s territory by initiating the exploration of oil wells in the

Medanos field.1 In pursuance of its investment, the Claimant incorporated a wholly-

owned2 subsidiary, FPS, in the territory of the Respondent. After the oil spill, the

Respondent suspended the Claimant’s licence and NPCS took over the premises.

22. The Claimant argues that the Tribunal has jurisdiction over its claims. The Claimant is an

investor for the purposes of Art. 1 (3)(a) and (b)3 of the FS-BIT and the 60% ownership

by Freedonia does not affect its status as an investor (I). Therefore, the Investor-State

dispute settlement mechanism, as provided in Art. 11 of the FS-BIT is the appropriate one,

instead of the State-to-State mechanism from Art. 12 of the FS-BIT4, as contended by the

Respondent.5 The investments at issue in this dispute are FPS under Art. 1(b) of the FS-

BIT, the Licence under Art. 1(e) of the FS-BIT, and the oil wells under Art. 1(a) of the

FS-BIT.

23. The Claimant further submits that the fork-in-the-road mechanism has not been triggered

(II) and the actions of NPCS are attributable to the Respondent (III). Moreover, the

Claimant states that the Tribunal does not have jurisdiction to hear the Respondent’s

counterclaim (IV).

24. The investment dispute before this Tribunal is based on the FS-BIT, which provides for an

international legal framework. The ICJ Statute permits the Tribunal to take into consideration

all of the sources therein stated, namely international conventions applicable between the

parties, international customs, international awards, principles commonly accepted and

directly related to the Claimant’s submissions, general principles of law, judicial decisions

1 Facts, Record, p. 1.
2 Facts [3], Record, p. 1.
3 Facts, Record, p. 11.
4 Facts, Record, pp. 16 and 17.
5 Facts, Record, p. 5.
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and opinio juris.6 Additionally, the Claimant purposes the VCLT as the framework of

interpretation of the FS-BIT.

I. THE CLAIMANT IS A FOREIGN INVESTOR FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE FS-

BIT.

25. The Claimant submits that it satisfies the definition of investor, as provided in the FS-BIT,

and that according to the “structure, function and control” test the Claimant is a separate

entity from the State of Freedonia. Therefore the Claimant submits that there is no basis to

pierce the corporate veil.

26. Art. 1(3) of the FS-BIT provides the definition of an investor.7 The Claimant submits it

fulfils the four cumulative requirements: (a) The legal person shall be established in the

territory of one of the Contracting parties; (b) such establishment shall be in accordance

with national laws; (c) the investor, in the exercise of its activities, shall not exercise any

governmental capacity; and (d) such activities are not funded by one of the Contracting

Parties.

27. The establishment of a company in the territory of a State is a question of its national

law.8 In this case it is uncontested that the Claimant is a Freedonian national and has not

been funded by any of the FS-BIT contracting parties. Thus the Claimant submits that

requirements (a), (b) and (d) afore-stated, are not contested. The Claimant submits that the

requirement (c), although disputed, is met, as the Claimant does not exercise any

governmental activities.

28. The Claimant submits it was neither empowered to exercise any elements of governmental

authority nor is it a State entity. The Claimant is a private company which the State of

Freedonia owns 60% of the shares. According to Art. 5 of the ILC Articles, in the case of

those entities which are not State organs but are empowered by the State to exercise

elements of governmental authority. The relevant factor to consider is not just the content

of the powers conferred in them but also the way they were conferred, the purposes for

6 Art. 38(1) ICJ Statute.
7 Facts, Record, p. 12.
8 Art. 1(3) FS-BIT, Record, p. 12.
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which they are exercised and the accountability of the entity towards the State in its

exercise.9 The Claimant submits that it was not created through Freedonian legislation and

it was incorporated as a private company, undertaking commercial objectives.

Furthermore, no powers were conferred on the Claimant’s by the State through legislation

or otherwise, and the Claimant is not accountable to the State in conduct of its activities

above and beyond any other private entity.

29. The Claimant submits that its majority-ownership by the State will not impede it from

benefiting from the protection granted by investment law and relying on Art. 11 of the FS-

BIT.10 In CSOB11 the tribunal had to decide, inter alia, on whether or not CSOB, a

commercial bank established under privatisation laws, was a commercial entity. CSOB

was in fact 100 % owned by the State. The tribunal used a functional test12 and ruled that

international investment law does not exclude government-controlled companies from an

Investor-State dispute mechanism, as long as they act in a commercial capacity and

therefore, do not exercise any governmental authority in nature.

30. Furthermore, the Claimant was not created and it is not acting under a State mandate. The

tribunal in Noble Ventures when considering attributing actions of contractors to

Romania, concluded that they had acted within the limits of their mandate therefore their

actions were attributable. The Claimant submits that, contrary to the case in Noble

Ventures, it does not act within a State mandate. Its actions are a consequence of the

objectives laid down in its private statutes as an oil company.

31. Therefore, the Claimant submits that it does not exercise any element of governmental

authority, and it was not empowered by the State of Freedonia to do so. Its activities are

guided by the profit motive not public purpose.

32. The Claimant submits that in any case, it is a separate legal entity. Dolzer and Schreuer

explain, acts of separate State entities will generally not be attributed to the State under

customary international law. For the purpose of assessing whether or not an entity is in

9 Art. 5(6) ILC Articles.
10 Facts, Record, pp. 15 and 16.
11 CSOB [25] and [26].
12 CSOB [20].
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fact separate from the State, several tribunals13 have adopted a test based on the criteria of

function, structure and control. It is not necessary to pierce the corporate veil in the

present case since the application the aforesaid test will show that the Claimant (a) is not a

State entity, (b) is not a part of the State’s structure and (c) does not exercise

governmental functions. In addition the Claimant also submits that the burden of proof of

the existence of extreme circumstances justifying lifting the corporate veil, lies with the

Respondent.

33. In Maffezini, one of the respondent’s objections to jurisdictions was that the claimant’s

dispute was in fact against SODIGA, a separate legal entity, and not the State itself.

SODIGA was a Spanish company created as a private entity after authorisation of the

Spanish Ministry of Industry.14 It was majority-owned by State entities and its activities

were those of a private entity aimed at economic development.15 As such, the tribunal had

to assess whether or not SODIGA was in fact an independent company, without any of its

actions being attributable to the State.

34. As established in Maffezini, the test of separability between the State and an entity is

based on a presumption that the company in question is a State entity, if (a) that company

is owned or controlled by a State; or (b) if the company objectives are carried out by the

exercise of functions which are governmental in nature or normally reserved to the State,

or alternatively, by their nature, are not normally carried out by private entities.16

35. Firstly, the Claimant submits that the Freedonia ownership is not absolute. Freedonia acts

within the confines of its 60% shareholding, exercising the control and influence inherent

to that position, as any other private majority shareholder.17 Corporate governance best

practice dictates that Freedonia, as a shareholder, does not manage the company’s day to

day activities and functions, those are left for the company’s board of directors or any

comparable legal entity under Freedonian law.18

13 Maffezini, Noble Ventures, Salini and RFCC.
14 Maffezini [83].
15 Maffezini [83].
16 Maffezini [77].
17 Clarifications no. 34.
18 Gower and Davies, pp. 3, 6 and 7.
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36. Secondly, the Claimant does not carry out any governmental functions. The Claimant’s

objectives are commercial in nature, as it is aimed at obtaining profit. The Claimant’s

activities are the exploration and production of crude oil.19 These activities are of a private

nature, even when pursued by State owned companies, the activities remain private as

well as the objectives, not being a necessary part of the State mandate. Therefore the

Claimant submits that the presumption20 set in Maffezini is not satisfied.

37. In reference to the structure element of the test, the Claimant submits it is not part of the

Freedonian State structure. In RFCC, the tribunal analysed ADM, a commercial entity

which was mandated to construct, maintain and exploit the Moroccan highways, using the

function and structure test set in Maffezini. The tribunal concluded that regarding

structure, ADM was part of the State structure, since the Ministre de l’Equipement was the

Chairman of the board of directors.21 In addition the tribunal also concluded that ADM

was effectively controlled by the State, since the majority of the board of directors was

constituted by other Ministers, such as the Minister for the Economy and Finances.22

These elements gave rise to the conclusion that ADM was part of the State structure. The

Claimant contends that Freedonia participation is only to the extent of its 60%

shareholding.23

38. The Claimant therefore submits that it can invoke Art. 11 of the FS-BIT as the appropriate

mechanism24, because firstly, it fulfils the requirements of Art. 1(3) of the FS-BIT.25

Secondly, the Freedonian Government’s 60 % ownership does not represent an

impediment to the Tribunal’s jurisdiction since the Claimant neither acts in any

governmental capacity nor performs any State function. Therefore, it is not necessary to

pierce the corporate veil.

19 Facts, Record, p. 1.
20 Jurisdiction [34].
21 RFCC [36].
22 RFCC [36].
23 Clarification no. 34.
24 Facts, Record, pp. 15 and 16.
25 Facts, Record, p. 11.
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II. THE RECOURSE BY FPS, THE CLAIMANT’S WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARY,

TO THE SYLVANIAN MINISTRY OF ENERGY, HAS NOT TRIGGERED THE

FORK IN THE ROAD MECHANISM.

39. After the Respondent ordered FPS to pay SD 150,000,000 in liquidated damages, on 26

February 2010, the Claimant commenced administrative proceedings to resist payment

before the Ministry of Energy since it had complied with all its contractually accorded

safety obligations.26 The Claimant submits that the fork-in-the-road mechanism provided

in Art. 11(3) of the FS-BIT has not been triggered as the claims before the Ministry of

Energy and before this Tribunal are founded on a different legal basis.

40. Art. 11(3) of the FS-BIT establishes the possibility to bring a claim before the ICC after a

cooling off period of three months. This possibility is available if (a) the dispute has not

been submitted to other dispute settlement mechanism previously agreed by the parties;

and (b) the investor has not brought the dispute before the courts having jurisdiction

within the territory of the host State.27 The Claimant submits that it has respected the

requirements in the FS-BIT since applying the “triple identity” test,28 the fork-in-the-road

mechanism has not been triggered.

41. According to the “triple identity test”, there has to be identity of object, parties and cause

of action, for the fork-in-the-road to be triggered. In Toto, the tribunal stated that

“contractual claims arising out of the Contract do not have the same
cause of action as a Treaty claim.”29

42. Therefore the two claims initiated before the Lebanese Conseil D’État were

fundamentally different from those claims brought before the international tribunal. In

Genin, the tribunal concluded that although there were some overlapping aspects between

the facts giving rise to the dispute and those at issue in the Estonian litigation, they did not

cover the “investment dispute” itself.30 Therefore, the tribunal concluded that the cause of

26 Facts, Record, p. 4.
27 Facts, Record, p. 16.
28 ICSID: A Commentary pp. 247-48; Dugan, Christopher F and others, pp. 374 to 376.
29 Toto [211].
30 Genin [332].
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action of the dispute was not identical and thus the claimant could make use of the ICSID

arbitration mechanism.31

43. In the Vivendi Annulment Decision, the ad hoc Committee differentiated between contract

and treaty claims. It stated that the existence of a contract jurisdiction clause could not

impede a treaty claim from being brought before an international tribunal.32 In Toto, the

tribunal also reached the same conclusion, stating that the contractual jurisdiction and the

treaty jurisdiction clause were not mutually exclusive clauses.33

44. Following previous cases such as the Vivendi Annulment Decision, the tribunal in Toto

further explained that the forum jurisdiction clause provided for in the contract established

a forum for contractual claims and the clause in the treaty, established a forum for treaty

claims, even if the same actions may give rise to a breach of contract. The tribunal

concluded that when the Agreement between the parties provides a contractual jurisdiction

clause, the tribunal will lack jurisdiction with respect to claims constituting only contract

breaches and not at the same time treaty violations. The tribunal also stated that when the

claims both regard contract and treaty breaches, the tribunal will have jurisdiction despite

the contractual forum selection clause.34

45. The Claimant submits that it is allowed to commence arbitral proceedings and that the

Tribunal has jurisdiction since the proceedings before the Ministry of Energy do not have

the same object and cause of action. The Claimant submits that the object of the claim

before the Ministry of Energy is the resistance to pay SD 150,000,000 for damages

ordered to the Claimant by the Respondent. In contrast, the claim before the Tribunal is

for compensation for breach of protection provided in the FS-BIT to the Claimant.

46. The claims before the Ministry are based exclusively on the Agreement and the OPA,

which established both the agreed safety obligations and the amended ones, whereas, in

the proceedings before this Tribunal, the fundamental basis of the claims is the FS-BIT.

31 Genin [332].
32 Vivendi Annulment Decision [101].
33 Toto [214].
34 Toto [216].
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The Claimant contends that its claims before the Tribunal are a direct consequence of the

breach of rights arising out of the FS-BIT.

47. In Pantechniki, the tribunal adopted a seemingly different test based on the assessment of

the subject matter of the dispute. The tribunal stated that referring to the difference

between international and national fora35, was simply an argument by label. The relevant

test was determination by analysis of the claim’s normative source36 and whether a claim

had “an autonomous existence outside the contract.”37 Nevertheless, the Claimant

contends that this is in essence the same test as laid down in Vivendi Annulment Decision

and followed by Toto.

48. The test in these two cases is not a simple labelling process. The ad hoc Committee and

the tribunal in Toto carried out a careful analysis of the “essential basis” of the claim.

Therefore, the Claimant submits that regardless of the name of the test, “analysis of

normative source” or “analysis of the fundamental basis of the claim”, the required

assessment is one of substance of the claims and not merely of label.

49. Moreover, the tribunal in Pantechniki in applying the “normative source” test to the case

adopted the same reasoning as other tribunals analysing the fundamental basis of the

claim.38 The test, independently of its name, is not materially changed by the fact that the

result of the analysis of the essential basis of the claim in Pantechniki decision, lead to the

conclusion that the claim before the tribunal in that case was in fact a contractual claim.39

50. The Claimant submits that following the “triple identity test”, the fork-in-the-road was not

triggered. The Claimant also submits that the fundamental basis of its claims differs from

its claims before the Ministry of Energy. As it will be shown on the merits, the Claimant’s

submissions are based on the FS-BIT.40 Consequently, the Claimant argues that the

Tribunal has jurisdiction over its submissions.

35 Pantechniki [61].
36 Pantechniki [62].
37 Pantechniki [64].
38 Pantechniki [64] to [68].
39 Pantechniki [67].
40 Merits [65-140].
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III. NPCS’S ACTIONS ARE ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE RESPONDENT, ON A PRIMA

FACIE BASIS.

51. On 10 August 2010, the new Hydrocarbon Law adopted by the Respondent, founded

NPCS, which is a Respondent’s wholly-owned enterprise. On 29 November 2010, NPCS,

with authorisation from the State, took over the premises of the oil wells – part of the

Claimant investment41 – and prohibited FPS and its team to access the wells.42 The

Claimant submits that according to the Art. 5 and 8 of the ILC Articles43 and the

“structure, function and control” test44, NPCS actions are fully attributable to the

Respondent as it is fully controlled by the Respondent and performs State functions.

52. According to Art. 5 of the ILC Articles, the relevant element for State attribution is

governmental authority as empowered by the State. The Respondent created NPCS

through its new Hydrocarbon Law and granted NPCS full power to take over the

Claimant’s property and operations, through its Executive Order.45

53. Furthermore, under Art. 8 of the ILC Articles, the relevant element of State attribution is

control by the State to achieve a certain result. The Claimant supports its argument by

relying on the explanation in the ILC Commentaries according to which, when a State

uses its ownership or control of a corporation to achieve a particular result, the conduct by

such corporation originating the wrongful act will be attributed to the State. Thus, for

actions to be attributed to the State under Art. 8 of the ILC Articles, the corporation must

be under State control, the individual operation must also be controlled by the State and

the wrongful act has to, indeed, be part of such operation.

54. NPCS’s actions are attributable to the Respondent. The Respondent’s has a 100%

ownership of the entity and has the power to appoint the board of directors.46 Collectively

41 Jurisdiction [22].
42 Clarification no. 32.
43 Jurisdiction [28].
44 Jurisdiction [32-34].
45 Executive Order, Record, pp. 19 and 20.
46 Clarification no. 11.
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these elements indicate that the Respondent controls NPCS. Furthermore, NPCS was

created under an emergency framework after the leak, on 9 June 2009, and after the

dispute was brought before the Ministry of Energy on 10 June 2010,47 with the express

purpose of addressing the situation.48 The main objective of NPCS was to cope with the

emergency situation. It was established by the Hydrocarbon Law which introduced several

other changes in the oil industry in a response to the situation.49 The Respondent’s

executive order provided NPCS with an unlimited authorisation for the company to act,

including prohibiting access to FPS and its teams.

55. The Claimant submits that NPCS is controlled by the Respondent, it exercises functions

normally carried out by the State and it was empowered by the Respondent to act with

governmental authority. Therefore, NPCS’s actions are attributable to the State.

IV. THE TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION TO DECIDE OVER THE

RESPONDENT’S COUNTERCLAIM FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF.

56. The Claimant submits that the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction over the Respondent’s

counterclaim. This claim is barred on res judicata grounds and alternatively on lis

pendens grounds. Although Art. 6 of the ICC Rules permits the admission of

counterclaims in principle, the counterclaim does not meet the requirements of the

Investor-State Arbitration set in Art. 11 of the FS-BIT. Alternatively, the Claimant

submits that the Respondent must respect the forum selection clause included in the

Agreement,50 which sets the right forum for the Respondent’s counterclaim in the national

courts.

57. The Respondent had ordered FPS to pay damages for the alleged breach of its safety

obligations imposed by the Agreement and the amended OPA, on 26 February 2010.51

FPS commenced proceedings before the Ministry of Energy to resist payment of damages.

47 Facts [19], Record, p. 4.
48 Executive Order, Record, p. 19.
49 Facts, Record, p. 4.
50 Clarification no. 4.
51 Facts [17], Record, p. 4.
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On 10 June 2010, the Ministry rejected its request and ordered FPS to pay the amount.52

58. The res judicata principle is of the most importance when dealing with parallel

proceedings; it avoids the same dispute to be decided twice by different jurisdictions and

prevents contradictory outcomes. To rely on this principle there has to be sufficient

identity of the parties, subject-matter and cause of action.53 Here, the parties to the dispute

before the Ministry of Energy are the same as in these proceedings. The parties are the

Claimant, through its subsidiary FPS, and the Respondent. The subject matter of the

counterclaim is damages for the Claimant’s actions, which the Claimant contends were

based on the Licence Agreement and the OPA. Finally, the cause of action is also the

same since both the proceedings before the Ministry and the counterclaim are based on the

obligations arising from that Agreement.

59. According to the principle of res judicata, a right or fact already determined;

“by a court or tribunal of competent jurisdiction cannot later be put
back into question as between the same parties.”54

60. The Claimant, therefore, submits that the Respondent’s counterclaim was already subject

to a decision in another proceeding before the Ministry of Energy. Therefore, respecting

the principle of res judicata55, this Tribunal lacks jurisdiction.

61. Assuming that there is a possibility of a challenge before a second instance tribunal at the

national level and therefore that the case is still pending, the Claimant submits that the

Tribunal is barred from deciding on this particular issue on grounds of lis pendens. In

accordance with the Recommendations of ILA, if the parties have initiated other

proceedings before another forum, the tribunal should not find itself competent to decide

upon that matter in order to avoid conflict of decisions.

62. Alternatively the Claimant argues that the appropriate forum to decide the Respondent’s

counterclaim is the national courts due to the existence of a forum selection clause in the

52 Facts [18], Record, p. 4.
53 CME Final Award [432].
54 Redfern and Hunter [9.139], p. 561.
55 SGS Pakistan [162], [163] and [182]; Luchetti [53] to [56].
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Agreement.56 This clause provides that all the disputes arising out of the Agreement

should be submitted before the national courts. The Respondent’s counterclaim, as stated,

is based on the Agreement, which, along with the OPA, is the basis for the Claimant’s

obligations.

63. Thus, the Claimant concludes that the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction over this counterclaim.

CONCLUSION ON JURISDICTION

64. The Claimant submits that the Tribunal has jurisdiction over its claims. The Claimant is an

investor according to Art. 1(3) of the FS-BIT and alternatively it submits that according to

the “function, structure and control” test it does not perform elements of governmental

authority. Furthermore, the fork-in-the-road mechanism was not triggered since according

to the “triple identity test” the object and the cause of action of the claims before the

Ministry of Energy and those before this Tribunal are not the same. The Claimant also

submits that NPCS’s actions are attributable to the Respondent. NPCS performs State

functions, it is part of the State structure and it is controlled by the Respondent. Finally,

the Claimant submits that the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction over the Respondent

counterclaim on grounds of res judicata or alternatively on grounds of lis pendens.

56 Clarification no. 4.
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PART TWO: MERITS OF THE CLAIM

65. The Claimant submits the Respondent has breached its confidentiality obligations. The

Respondent has breached an implied duty of obligation and has breached the Sylvanian FoI

Law and Domestic Regulations. Moreover, the Respondent has breached the confidentiality

obligation pertaining to the arbitral process as stated in Art. 1(3) of the ICC Rules.(I)

66. The Respondent has also directly expropriated the Claimant’s investments by suspending the

Claimant’s licence57 and taking over its oil wells58 through an authorisation to its wholly

owned company, NPCS, whose actions are attributable to the Respondent.59 Even if direct

expropriation is not established, the Claimant submits that the Respondent indirectly

expropriated the Claimant’s investment by substantially depriving the Claimant of the value

of its investment.  Thus, the Respondent has breached Art. 4(2) of the FS-BIT (II).

67. Further, the Respondent cannot defend the expropriation as lawful since the measures are not

taken in exercise of regulatory powers of the State and no compensation has been paid to the

Claimant (III). Moreover, the defences available under Art. 9 of the FS-BIT and Art. 25 of

the ILC Articles are inapplicable. This has been dealt with extensively under (V).

68. Furthermore, the Respondent has violated its obligation to accord fair and equitable treatment

to the Claimant’s investment by breaching its legitimate expectations, failing to provide due

process and acting in an arbitrary manner (IV). The Claimant submits that the Respondent is

not entitled to rely on Art. 9(2) of the FS-BIT to defend its actions in pursuance of essential

security interests, as its actions do not satisfy the good faith review test. The Respondent also

cannot rely on Art. 25 of the ILC Articles for invoking the defence of necessity under

customary international law (V).

57 Executive Order, Record, p. 19.
58 Clarification no. 32.
59 Jurisdiction [51-55].
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I. THE RESPONDENT MATERIALLY BREACHED ITS CONFIDENTIALITY

OBLIGATIONS.

69. The Respondent has breached Art. 10 of the FS-BIT as it failed to guarantee the observance of

its confidentiality obligations it assumed under the Agreement and domestic FoI Law.60 The

Respondents’ breach of these instruments becomes, by virtue of Art. 10 of the FS-BIT, a

breach of treaty actionable through Investor-State arbitration.61 The Respondent, despite there

being no express confidentiality provision nevertheless has breached its implied duty and

Statute-based duty of confidentiality on two occasions. Firstly, on 29 of November 2010

when a confidential report was leaked to the newspaper La Reforma, which then published

information revealing new release points which the report asserts could have been avoided by

the Claimant.62 The report also indicates that millions of gallons of oil ‘gush’ into the gulf

every day.63 Secondly, on 3 November 2010 the President of Sylvania declared to the press

that;

“the oil spill in the gulf caused catastrophic damage, which had been
aggravated by the Claimant in its abject incompetence and failure to
remedy it.”64

70. As a result of these events the Respondent materially (a) breached Art. 10 in light of the

Preamble of the FS-BIT; (b) breached Sylvanian Regulations to keep the report confidential to

only be made available internally and on a need to know basis (c) breached an implied duty of

confidentiality in the Agreement; (d) breached its duty to keep commercial and professional

secrets confidential under the domestic Sylvanian FoI Law and (e) breached its duty not to

release the merits of the claim without the authorisation of the Sylvanian courts under the FoI

Law as amended. All these breaches amounted to a material breach of the Respondents

confidentiality obligations.

71. The Respondent has failed to adhere to Art. 10 of the FS-BIT. Art. 10 of the FS-BIT requires

the Respondent to guarantee the obligations it has assumed with regard to the investments.65

The Respondent has assumed its obligations under the Preamble, which serves to highlight the

60 FS-BIT, Record, p. 15.
61 Noble Ventures [51] and SGS Philippines [119].
62 Facts, Record, p. 2.
63 ibid.
64 Facts, Record, p. 4.
65 FS-BIT, Record, p. 15.
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positive role of foreign investment and the relationship between an investment-friendly

climate and the flow of foreign investment.66 The Preamble also serves as a consideration for

the purposes of treaty interpretation as part of the context under Art. 31(2) of the VCLT.67

The preamble states that the parties agree to establish favourable conditions for the investment

of the Claimant, whilst acknowledging the goal of sustainability of Claimants investments.68

The Respondent’s omission, by failing to protect the confidential report, was detrimental to

the Claimant, and does not serve to achieve the aims of promoting investments, and investor

protection under the FS-BIT.69 The leaked information to the newspaper La Reforma was

detrimental to the Claimant as its publication resulted in an apparent panic in the market and

an unavoidable and dramatic fall in share prices for the Claimant.70

72. The Respondent assumed responsibility for the report as it was classified as confidential

under Sylvanian Government Regulations, and was only to be made available internally and

on a “need to know” basis.71 An internal “need-to-know” test was stated in Birmingham,

which as in the current dispute dealt with internal information that had been distributed by a

governmental authority. Donaldson L.J stated that a “need to know” basis meant that no

internal official had any right to acquire any part of the authorities stock of information;

“The right to gain such information would be internal as between
governmental authorities and would never be divulged to anyone
outside the authority”72 and “could only be released if it can be proved
that it enables an official to do his job.”73

73. The Claimant therefore submits that La Reforma is not to be considered a party that “needed

to know” the leaked information, as they are not a part of the governmental authority and the

passing of information from the Respondent to La Reforma was not in order for an official to

do his job. The Claimant volunteered the information for the report in a closed session.74 The

Tribunal is requested to take into account Arts. 38 (1)(b) and (c) ICJ Statute to observe the

66 Dolzer and Schreuer, p. 22.
67 El Paso [97-99].
68 FS-BIT, Record, p. 11.
69 Dolzer and Schreuer, p. 5.
70 Clarification no. 37.
71 Clarification no. 43.
72 Birmingham [539].
73 Birmingham [549].
74 Clarification no. 49.
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general practices and customs of “closed sessions”. State practice explains that a closed

session requires that the information to be disclosed will be kept secret.75 The Freedom of

Information Commission in the USA stated that

“closed sessions are to be confidential, and any information supplied
or received as a result of a closed session shall not be disclosed to any
third party.”76

74. The Respondent breached its obligation to limit the disclosure of the report and keep all

information given by the Claimant in the closed sessions confidential.

75. The Respondent has breached an implied duty of confidentiality of the Agreement.77 This

duty was accepted in Ali Shipping, as Potter LJ stated that confidentiality attaches to

agreements as “a matter of law and as the nature of the contract itself implicitly requires.”78

The Tribunal is requested to take into account Arts. 38 (1)(b) and (c) ICJ Statute to observe

the general practices and customs of licence agreements. The present dispute regards an

explorative licence of oil in the Medanos field. The majority of extractive industry clauses

have confidentiality clauses that are largely generic.79 The generic clause in such contracts

typically states;

“All information exchanged between the Parties hereto in the context
of this Agreement shall be considered and treated as confidential
information.”80

76. Therefore, as per Ali Shipping the nature of the licence agreement regarding oil excavation

implicitly requires confidentiality of such information. The Respondent failed to adhere to the

implied duty of confidentiality inherent within the Agreement as agreed upon by both the

Claimant and the Respondent.

77. The Respondent has breached its obligations under the Freedom of Information Act. The FoI

75 Article XXI, The Standing Rules of the Unites States Senate, 27 April 2000 (amended).
76 Ethics Commission [13].
77 Paulsson and Rawding p. 48.
78 Ali Shipping [314].
79 Rosenblum and Maples, p. 23.
80 Uganada Petroleum Model Contract (1993),  Venezuela Petroleum Model Contract (1997),
Virgin Islands Petroleum Contract (2000), Zambia Minerals Contract (2000), Canada Minerals
Contract (2006),  China Minerals Contract (2006).
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Law stipulates that all information in cases involving the Republic of Sylvania remain public,

except for information related to commercial and professional secrets, criminal cases and

covert operations.81 The report asserted that the oil wells, to which the Claimant had a licence,

if left unchecked would shoot millions of gallons of oil per day into the Gulf. It included the

disclosure of new release points and alleged that these release points could have been avoided

by the Claimant.82 Commercial secrets are generally understood by State practice under Art.

38(1)(b) ICJ Statute to be information that has economic value or could cause economic harm

if known.83 The Respondent assumed responsibility for the confidential information, and thus

failed to prevent the leaking of commercial secrets. The leak information revealed the

Claimants production capacity, progress time-line and environmental and mitigation costs as

it stated the leaking oil wells may take up to six months. The published information also

revealed the quality of the reserve as it stated that the wells could spill millions of gallons into

the gulf every day.84 All this information is of economic value as it is in direct relation to the

Claimants business practices, which because of the leak has given the Claimant a competitive

disadvantage.

78. Additionally, the Respondent breached its obligations of confidentiality on 3 November

2010.85 The President of Sylvania declared to the press that the oil spill in the Gulf caused

catastrophic damage; this has been aggravated by FPS’ subject incompetence and failure to

remedy it.86 The FoI Law states that only the pending nature of a case before an international

tribunal can be made public, whilst the merits of the case can only be released under a

Sylvanian Court Order.87 The Claimants pending case at this stage was for declaratory relief

that had been initiated on 12 February 2010 in the Sylvanian Courts.88 The President of

Sylvania, whose actions are clearly attributable to the State89, disclosed the merits as he

apportioned the blame of the consequence of the spill on the Claimants failure to mitigate the

81 Facts [10], Record, p. 2.
82 Terms of Reference, Record, p. 9.
83 s.27 Freedom Of Information Act 1997 (Ireland),  Art. 5(2) Freedom of Information Act 1999
(Japan), Art. 14, Federal Transparency and Access to Information Law (Mexico), s.33(1)(b)
Freedom of Information Act 2006 (Scotland), s.36 UK’s Freedom of Information Act 2000 (UK),
National Parks [25].
84 Facts, Record, p. 2.
85 Facts, Record, p. 2.
86 Facts, Record, p. 4.
87 Clarification no. 17.
88 Facts, Record, p. 4.
89 Art. 5 ILC Articles.
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crisis.90 This failure to mitigate and subsequently aggravate the crisis was one of the main

allegations put forward by the Respondent in the case, as it ordered the Respondent to pay SD

150,000,000 in liquidated damages. The President disclosed this information without the

required court order to make such information public under the FoI Law, and has thus

breached this obligation.

79. Furthermore, Art. 1(3) ICC Rules requires the Respondent to refrain from disclosing

documents drawn up in the course of proceedings. The Respondent at this time contemplated

arbitration, thus were in the course of proceedings as they were already in litigation, for the

Respondent ordered the Claimant on the 26 February 2011 to pay SD 150,000,00 for

breaching the OPA, and on 10 June 2010 rejected an administrative claim in the appeal from

the Claimant regarding this alleged breach. The President of Sylvanias actions thus breached

its obligation under Art. 1(3) ICC Rules as he revealed the contents of the proceedings, and

has in effect summarised the counterclaim of the Respondent which is put forward in the

present dispute.

80. The Respondent has materially breached its confidentiality obligations. The breaches are

material because the information disclosed was of substantial economic value.91 The

governmental confidential report included the Claimants commercial secrets, which by its

very nature is kept secret, for its value is derived from the fact that it is not widely known in

the industry.92 The report included information regarding the quantity and quality of the

reserve, work obligations and operational data.93 This disclosure gave FPS a further

competitive disadvantage in its abilities to carry out its economic activities. The statement by

the President of Sylvania was also of economic value as it stated that FPS aggravated the spill

by its abject incompetence and failure to remedy it.94 These allegations were directed at the

Claimant even though it is still unknown what caused the spill or what could have been done

differently by Claimant to adequately mitigate the consequences.

81. The Respondent has breached its duty of confidentiality towards the Claimant on two separate

90 Ibid.
91 s. 27(1)(b) Freedom of Information Act 1997, (Ireland). Requires ‘material’ financial loss or gain
for a breach in confidentiality.
92 Rosenblum and Maples, p. 39.
93 Facts, Record, p. 2.
94 Facts, Record, p. 4.
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occasions. The Respondent failed to observe its commitment of confidentiality under Art. 10

of the FS-BIT, and failed to protect the Claimant’s investment under the preamble. The

Respondent assumed responsibility for the confidentiality of the report and negligently or

otherwise allowed such information to be publicised. The Respondent breached an implied

duty under the Agreement and the FoI Law for it had a duty not to disclose commercial

secrets of the Claimant, or disclose merits of the claim without obtaining Sylvanian Court

authority.

II. THE RESPONDENT EXPROPRIATED THE CLAIMANT’S INVESTMENT.

82. An explosion, the cause of which is unknown, occurred in the Medanos field, leaving several

oil wells leaking.95 The Respondent suspended the Claimant’s non-exclusive licence of five

years within less than 3 years96 and ordered NPCS, whose actions are attributable to the

Respondent, to take over its relevant oil wells.97 The Claimant submits that the Respondent

expropriated the Claimant’s investments directly through these acts (A). In the alternative,

even if direct expropriation is not established, the Claimant submits that the Respondent

indirectly expropriated the Claimant’s investment (B).

A. The Respondent expropriated the Claimant’s investment directly.

83. Art. 4(2) of the FS-BIT provides that investments shall not be directly or indirectly

expropriated or subjected to measures having the effect of expropriation.98 The Claimant

submits that the Respondent has directly expropriated the Claimant’s investment.

84. After one and half years of joint efforts by the Claimant and Respondent in controlling the

leak and being left only with clean up and remedial work,99 the Respondent unilaterally

suspended the Claimant’s licence. The NPCS, whose actions are attributable to the

Respondent, took over the Claimant’s oil wells without giving the Claimant and its personnel

95 Facts, Record, p. 2.
96 Executive Order, Record, p. 19.
97 Facts, Record, p. 5.
98 FS-BIT, Record, p. 13.
99 Clarification no. 49.
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the option to surrender them.100 The Claimant submits that these acts amount to direct

expropriation.

85. The Claimant reiterates that “any right of a financial nature accruing from a contract or any

licence” constitutes an investment under Art. 1(2)(e) of the FS-BIT.101 The Claimant’s licence

accords a right of exploration and drilling, and consequently, use and enjoyment of the oil

wells. Hence, the licence, the rights accruing from it and the oil wells constitute the

Claimant’s investments.102

86. The Claimant submits that outright seizure of property, such as take-over of oil wells in the

case at hand, and abrogation of rights created by administrative acts, such as licences,

amounts to direct expropriation under international law. In Metalclad, it was held that

expropriation includes “open, deliberate and acknowledged takings of property such as

outright seizure.”103 In German interests in Polish Upper Sielsia (Germany v.Poland)104, it

was held that the Polish Government, in seizing a factory and its machinery, had also

expropriated contractual rights, patents and licences even though it did not purport to

expropriate intangible property.

87. In Santa Elena, the tribunal held that;

“property has been expropriated when the effect of the measures
taken by the State has been to deprive the owner of title, possession or
access to the benefit and economic use of his property.”105

88. Thus, applying the principle laid down in Santa Elena and Metalclad, the Claimant submits

that the Respondent has directly expropriated the Claimant’s investment by suspending the

licence and taking over the oil wells, thereby depriving the owner of the possession or access

to the economic benefit and use of its oil wells and abrogating its rights.

100 Clarification no. 49.
101 Jurisdiction [22].
102 Jurisdiction [22].
103 Metalclad [103].
104 [(1926) PCIJ Series A, No.7].
105 Santa Elena [77].
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89. The Claimant submits that the suspension of the licence was not temporary. The licence was

suspended until the Claimant presented,

“a plan acceptable to the Sylvanian Government, to curtail and
remedy the damage caused by the Medanos Field Oil Spill, including
ongoing oil spill response, removal, assessment, and other cleanup
efforts.”106

90. Thus, the acceptability of the plan and the revocation of the suspension order is totally at the

discretion of the Respondent and, hence, the order cannot be considered to be a temporary

measure.

91. The Claimant submits that, though only the leaking oil wells were taken over,107 this take-

over coupled with the suspension of Claimant’s licence affected its right to exploit all of the

oil wells. Regardless of the oil wells taken, the suspension of the licence served as a blanket

prohibition on the Claimant’s use and exercise of its rights over all of its oil wells.

92. Thus, meeting the test of outright seizure of property as held in Metalclad, and the abrogation

of contractual rights, coupled with effective loss of possession, use and economic benefit of

the investments as in Santa Elena, the Claimant submits that the acts of the Respondent

constituted direct expropriation of the Claimant’s investment.

B. Alternatively, the Respondent indirectly expropriated the Claimant’s investment.

93. Alternatively, the Claimant submits that the Respondent has indirectly expropriated the

Claimant’s investment. The Respondent’s suspension of the Claimant’s licence and taking

over of the Claimant’s oil wells resulted in substantial deprivation of the value of the

Claimant’s investment, thereby constituting indirect expropriation.

94. The Claimant submits that the issue of transfer of title does not prejudice the claim of indirect

expropriation. In CME, it was held that transfer of legal title or dispossession of the

investment is not a pre-requisite for expropriation. However, deprivation or interference in the

106 Executive Order, Record, p. 20.
107 Clarification no. 56.
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use and enjoyment of the property and its benefits are indicators of indirect expropriation.108

95. Art. 4(2) of the FS-BIT109 prohibits indirect expropriation by the State or any measures

having similar effect. Thus, the FS-BIT refers to measures that have the “effect” of an

expropriation and does not refer to the intent of the State to expropriate. UNCTAD Report

recognizes that measures even short of physical takings may amount to takings if they result

in the effective loss of management, use or control, or a significant depreciation of the value

of the assets of a foreign investor.110

96. In Iran –US claims tribunal cases involving loss of management and control of businesses

resulting from the appointment of State managers and supervisors, it was held that the Iranian

State had indirectly acquired control of the assets or businesses in question.111 In the instant

case, the management and control of the oil wells was taken over by NPCS personnel,112

thereby resulting in the loss of management and control of the Claimant over its oil wells.

97. In Sedelmayer, the tribunal held that Russia had expropriated the investment by means of a

Presidential decree by ordering sealing, taking over and the transfer of property to a

procurement department.113 In the instant case, as in Sedelmayer, the sealing and taking over

of Claimant’s oil wells by way of the Presidential order114 amounts to expropriation of the

Claimant’s investment.

98. In Metalclad, it was held that even covert or incidental interference with use of property

which has the effect of depriving the owner, in whole or in significant part, of the use or

reasonably to be expected economic benefit of property, constitutes expropriation.115 The

CMS Tribunal held that effective neutralization of property resulted in substantial deprivation

of investment, resulting in expropriation.116 Thus, the standard that tribunals have applied in

cases of indirect expropriation is that of substantial deprivation, which can manifest itself in

108 CME [150].
109 BIT, Record, p. 13.
110 UNCTAD, p. 12.
111 Starrett Housing, Tippets.
112 Clarification no. 32.
113 Sedelmayer, p. 72.
114 Executive Order, Record, p. 19.
115 Metalclad [113].
116 CMS [262].
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the form of loss of management and control.

99. Here, the Claimant complied with all its safety obligations under the Agreement post-

explosion and independently mobilised an emergency response team to plug the wells and

address the environmental damage.117 Despite joint efforts of the Claimant and the

Respondent in controlling the situation, the Respondent unilaterally suspended the Claimant’s

licence effectively for an indefinite time.118

100. The Respondent’s measures left the Claimant with no effective rights or value of its

investment. The Claimant’s licence was suspended, the personnel of NPCS took over the oil

wells and the Claimant lost complete management and control over its wells. The leak of

Respondent’s confidential report to a national newspaper119 led to a dramatic fall in the share

prices of the Claimant, thereby aggravating the Claimant’s substantial losses120 and resulting

in an effective neutralization of the Claimant’s investment. Hence, the measures adopted by

the Respondent substantially deprived the Claimant of its investment.

101. The Claimant submits that, as any investment comes as a “bundle of rights”121 and not solely

property rights, the Respondent not only seized Claimant’s assets, but also deprived it of the

rights to use, enjoy, control and manage its investment. The Respondent also deprived the

Claimant of the expected economic benefit from its licence and oil wells.  Thus, the Claimant

submits that the Respondent substantially deprived the Claimant of the value of its investment

and effectively neutralized the Claimant’s investment, thereby resulting in indirect

expropriation of the Claimant’s investment and breach of Art. 4(2) of the FS-BIT.

III. THE RESPONDENT’S ACTIONS AMOUNT TO UNLAWFUL EXPROPRIATION.

102. The Claimant submits that the expropriation is unlawful since the Respondent cannot defend

its acts as regulatory measures (A) and failed to pay full, effective and immediate

compensation to the Claimant (B). Moreover, the Respondent cannot rely on the defences of

117 Clarification no. 50.
118 Merits [89-90].
119 Facts, Record, p. 2.
120 Clarification no. 37.
121 Starrett Housing [156-7].
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Art. 9 of the FS-BIT and Art. 25 of the ILC Articles.

A. The Respondent’s actions cannot be defended as “regulatory taking”.

103. The Claimant submits that it does not dispute the powers of the State to regulate foreign

investment, however, the defence of regulatory taking has no merit in the current case. In

determining the justifiability of application of regulatory measures by the State, three

objective tests have been applied in various cases. The first test aims to strike a balance

between the measures taken and the effect on rights of investors. The second test assesses the

reasonable relationship between the measures adopted and the object sought to be achieved by

them. The third test is that of proportionality.

104. Firstly, the Claimant submits that there is no reasonable balance between the measures

adopted by the Respondent and its effect on the rights of the Claimant as the investor. In

Azurix, the tribunal noted that there needs to be a reasonable balance between the public

purpose and the rights of individuals.122 The tribunal in LG&E also adopted the balancing test

between two competing interests, i.e. the power of the State to adopt its policies and the rights

of investors to ownership. The key function of an investment is to earn a commercial rate of

return in a regulatory regime.123 However, under the garb of regulatory measures, the

Respondent has substantially deprived the Claimant of the value of its investment and

effectively neutralized and rendered the Claimant’s investment useless.

105. Secondly, the Claimant submits that there is no reasonable relationship between the measures

adopted and the object sought to be achieved by the Respondent through them. Freedonia and

Sylvania are signatories to the WTO.124 In WTO context, the measures must not restrict trade

between Member States any more than is absolutely necessary for the attainment of their

legitimate purpose.125 In determining whether a measure is “necessary” to the objective

pursued, the courts take into account the extent of the burden which the measure imposes on

trade between Member States.

122 Azurix [311].
123 SD Myers [142].
124 Clarification no. 70.
125 Kolo, Waelde, p.832.
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106. The Claimant and the Respondent had worked jointly in controlling the leak and sealing the

oil wells. Only clean up and remedial work remained.126 Thus, the only purpose sought to be

achieved by the Respondent is carrying out clean up and remedial work. Since there is no

nexus between the act of suspension of licence and furthering of State purpose of clean up and

remedial work, the suspension of Claimant’s licence served no legitimate purpose.

107. With respect to the third test of proportionality, the Claimant relies on its submissions on

direct expropriation.127 In Tecmed, the tribunal held that there must be a reasonable

relationship of proportionality between the charge or weight imposed to the foreign investor

and the aim sought to be realized by any expropriatory measure. To value such charge or

weight, it is very important to measure the size of the ownership deprivation caused by the

actions of the State and whether such deprivation was compensated or not.128

108. The Claimant had worked hand in hand with the Respondent in controlling the leak, the cause

of which was unknown, and could have continued to assist the Respondent in the clean up.

Even if it is assumed that the Claimant did not assist the Respondent, the Respondent failed to

employ other less restrictive measures before arriving at the disproportionate measures of

suspension of the Claimant’s licence and take-over of its oil wells. The Respondent’s act of

suspending the licence and transferring management and control of the oil wells to NPCS in

the wake of no impending purpose (nearly two years post explosion), amounts to a

disproportionate and extreme measure.

109. Thus, the Claimant submits that the Respondent’s measures are not justifiable as regulatory

measures.

B. The Respondent failed to pay compensation.

110. The Claimant submits that the expropriation of its investments was unlawful as the

Respondent failed to pay compensation to the Claimant. Art. 4(2) of the FS-BIT lays down

four cumulative conditions to be satisfied for an expropriation to be “lawful”. Payment of full,

immediate and effective compensation for expropriatory measures constitutes one of the

126 Clarification no. 49.
127 Merits [83-92].
128 Tecmed [122].
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cumulative conditions to justify expropriation. Since full, immediate and effective

compensation has not been awarded to the Claimant, the expropriation is unlawful.

111. In Sedelmayer, the Tribunal held that an investor is entitled to compensation even if

expropriation measures are carried out for a public purpose according to relevant

legislation.129 Thus, the Claimant submits that, in any case, the expropriatory measures by the

Respondent were not lawful, as they were not followed by compensation to the Claimant,

thereby resulting in breach of Art. 4(3) of the FS-BIT.

IV. THE RESPONDENT BREACHED ITS OBLIGATION TO ACCORD FET TO THE

CLAIMANT.

112. The Claimant submits that, independent of its claims for a breach of the FS-BIT on account of

expropriation, the Respondent has breached the FS-BIT by failing to accord fair and equitable

treatment to the Claimant, as required by Art. 2(2) of the FS-BIT.  The Respondent has

breached legitimate expectations of the Claimant by substantially altering and giving

retrospective effect to the legal framework, i.e., the OPA, under which the Claimant made its

investment. Further, the Respondent acted arbitrarily and violated its obligation to provide

due process by unilaterally suspending the licence and taking over the Claimant’s oil wells

without prior notice or declaration.130

113. Art. 2(2) of the FS-BIT guarantees treatment in accordance with customary international law

including fair and equitable treatment. The customary international law, as well as the

minimum standard of treatment it incorporates, is in the process of development.131

Investment tribunals in holding that fair and equitable treatment seeks a higher level of

protection of foreign investments than customary standard of minimum treatment of aliens.132

In pursuance of this approach, tribunals have distanced themselves from the high threshold

test in Neer, embraced the less stringent test133 and have held that even a lower degree of

129 Sedelmayer, as sourced from Kolo, Walde, p. 824.
130 Clarification no. 90.
131 ADF [179].
132 Occidental [189] to [190].
133 Mondev [116]; GAMI [95]; Eureko [234].
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inappropriateness is sufficient to violate FET obligations.134

114. The Claimant submits that the Respondent has breached the FS-BIT by failing to accord the

treatment appropriate under the FET requirements, namely  protection of investor’s legitimate

expectations (A); procedural propriety and due process (B), and arbitrariness (C).135

A. The Respondent has breached legitimate expectations of the Claimant.

115. The Respondent signed an Agreement with the Claimant in May 2007,136 setting forth a set of

safety obligations to be complied with by the Claimant in carrying out its activities. The

Claimant was governed by the national legislation of the State, namely the OPA at the time of

making its investment. The explosion occurred on 9 June 2009, however, six months after the

explosion on the 10 December 2009, the Respondent made material amendments to the OPA.

116. The amendments resulted in the Claimant, “as the responsible party for the facility from

which the oil is discharged”, “wholly” liable (in contrast with the prior position of partial

liability) and lifted the SD75 million dollars cap on liability for oil spills. Moreover, the

definition of damages was broadened to include the widest range of injuries. New safety

obligations were introduced, apart from the ones imposed by the Agreement at the time of

investment. Placing further burden on the Claimant, the amendments were given retrospective

effect from 1 June, 2009 i.e. pre-explosion.137

117. The parties had agreed to a set of safety obligations in the Agreement. A later introduction of

new safety obligations under the OPA with retrospective effect had the effect of changing the

safety obligation terms of the Agreement without the Claimant’s consent and unreasonably

demanding compliance. The Claimant was made liable for breaching obligations that did not

exist at the time the Claimant signed the Agreement and at the time of the oil spill. A heavy

penalty of SD 150,000,000 was imposed on the Claimant for the alleged non-compliance.

118. The Claimant submits that these amendments materially altered the legal framework that

134 Saluka [293].
135 Dolzer & Schreur, p. 133.
136 Facts, Record, p. 1.
137 Facts, Record, p. 3.
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existed at the time the Claimant made its investment and that the amendments were drastic

and unforeseeable. By making sudden and material amendments to the OPA coupled with

arbitrary retrospective effect to the same, the Respondent has breached the legitimate

expectations of the Claimant.

119. In his separate opinion in Thunderbird, Waelde referred to the case of Marks & Spencer v

Commissioners of Customs and Excise to emphasize the importance of retrospective

amendments breaching the legitimate expectations of investors. In Marks & Spencer, the ECJ

held that the;

“protection of legitimate expectations applies so as to preclude a
national legislative amendment which retroactively deprives a person
of the right enjoyed prior to that amendment.”138

120. The Claimant submits that by adopting such drastic and unforeseeable retrospective

amendments to the OPA, and its effect on changing the terms of the Agreement, the

Respondent breached the legitimate expectations of the Claimant.

B. The Respondent failed to provide due process.

121. Due process and equal opportunity to parties to present their case are basic notions of justice

recognized as an international standard of justice.139 The right to be heard was upheld as a part

of due process in Metalclad, wherein the tribunal found that denial of construction permit to

the investor without a notice to the investor and an opportunity to appear and be heard, was

lack of procedural propriety breaching the FET.140 In Tecmed, the tribunal found violation of

the FET because the regulatory authority had failed to notify the Claimant of its intentions to

revoke the investor’s licence and thereby, deprived it of the opportunity to express its

position.141

122. In the instant case, the Respondent unilaterally suspended the Claimant’s licence without

giving a proper notice to the Claimant before taking adverse action against it. The Claimant

138 Cited in Thunderbird, Separate Opinion by Thomas Waelde.
139 Kolo, Walde, p. 288.
140 Metalclad [91].
141 Tecmed [162].
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submits that the Respondent failed to abide by its obligation to provide due process to the

Claimant as required under international law and as part of the FET obligation of the

Respondent.

C. The Respondent acted arbitrarily against the Claimant.

123. Arbitrariness has been linked with FET by various tribunals wherein it was held that any

arbitrary measure per se is contrary to fair and equitable treatment.142 The tendency to merge

the two standards can also be found in the application of treaties.143 In CMS, the tribunal

defined the term arbitrary actions as actions depending on individual discretion or found on

prejudice rather than on reason of fact.144 In the LG&E Case,145 the tribunal described

arbitrary measures as measures that affect the investments of nationals of the other party

without engaging in a rational decision-making process.

124. The Claimant submits that the licence was the outcome of a public bid and a transparent

tender process presented by the Respondent. However, the sudden and drastic retrospective

amendments to the OPA were contrary to the transparent bid over the licence as the

amendments changed the terms of the licence. Further, the suspension of the licence after one

and a half years of working jointly with the Claimant in controlling the leak and take over of

its wells without giving it an opportunity to be heared, constitutes an arbitrary use of

discretionary powers of the State.

125. In conclusion, the Respondent breached the FET standard under the FS-BIT by breaching the

legitimate expectations of the Claimant, by failing in its duty to provide due process and by

taking arbitrary decisions that had a profound impact on the Claimants investment.

142 Vasciannie, p. 133.
143 CMS [290]; Impregilo [264]; Noble Ventures [182]; PSEG [261].
144 CMS [291]; Siemens [318]; Lauder [221].
145 LG&E [158].
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V. THE RESPONDENT IS NOT ENTITLED TO RELY ON ITS DOMESTIC LAW AND

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL NOTIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY AND PUBLIC

INTEREST AS DEFENCES.

126. The Claimant submits that, firstly, the Respondent cannot rely on Art. 9 of the FS-BIT as a

self-judging provision to defend its actions against the Claimant, as the same do not meet the

test of good faith applied by tribunals in assessing defence provisions in bilateral investment

treaties146(A). Secondly, should the Tribunal find that the Respondent breached the FS-BIT,

the Respondent cannot seek to preclude its wrongful measures by a defence of “necessity” in

Art. 25 of the ILC Articles under customary international law (B).

A. The Respondent cannot rely on Art. 9 of the FS-BIT as a defence.

127. Firstly, the Claimant submits that the Tribunal is entitled to review the measures purported to

be taken by the Respondent under Art. 9 of the FS-BIT. Although the Respondent might

contend that the existence of the words “it considers” in Art. 9 of the FS-BIT give the

provision a self-judging character, Claimant submits to the contrary that Art. 9 of the FS-BIT

does not exclude review by the tribunal.

128. In Oil Platforms, it was held that the language of a provision has to be very precise for it to

lead to a conclusion about its self-judging nature.147 This has been upheld by the tribunals in

Enron148 and Sempra149 wherein it was held that;

“truly exceptional and extraordinary clauses, such as a self-judging
provision, must be expressly drafted to reflect that intent, as otherwise
there can well be a presumption that they do not have such meaning in
view of their exceptional nature.”

129. Art. 6.12(4) of the Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement150 is an example of

reflection of the aforestated intent by the parties. The provision expressly provides that

146 Djibouti, Enron, LG&E, Sempra.
147 Oil Platforms [43].
148 Enron [335].
149 Sempra [379].
150 Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement between the Republic of India and the
Republic of Singapore, 29 June 2005.
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security considerations shall be non-justiciable. In the instant case, Art.9 of the FS-BIT does

not expressly state that the measures taken by the Respondent would be non-justiciable.

130. Alternatively, the Claimant submits that, even if Art. 9 of the FS-BIT is considered to be a

self-judging provision, it does not give unfettered discretion to the State to adopt measures

adverse to investments. Self-judging clauses are subject to good faith review by tribunals

under Art. 26 of the VCLT,151 i.e. determining whether the act of the State was in good faith,

in light of the purpose sought to be achieved.

131. The Claimant submits that, although the good faith test has not been defined, it can

nevertheless be formulated by recourse to comparative analysis of judicial review of

discretionary administrative decision-making, namely proper purpose, proper factual basis,

and any act not constituting abuse of power.152 In the instant case, the measures adopted by

the State, namely suspension of Claimant’s licence and taking over of the oil wells by NCPS

in pursuance of its alleged self-judging circumstances, do not satisfy the good faith test.

132. Firstly, the drastic amendments to the OPA after six months of the explosion, imposing total

liability on the Claimant for the explosion and giving retrospective effect to the amendments

to apply from a date before the explosion took place, colours the Respondent’s act as

arbitrary. Secondly, suspension of the licence after joint efforts from the Claimant, controlling

the leak long before transferring oil wells to NPCS and taking over of oil wells without prior

notice and according an option to the Claimant to surrender the wells, constitutes further

arbitrariness by the State.

133. The Claimant also submits that “consistency, transparency, even-handedness and non-

arbitrariness” also constitute requirements of bona fide State conduct.153 To argue this point

the Claimant relies on the same set of arguments as made under issue IV on breach of FET

obligations of protection of legitimate expectations and arbitrariness.154 In conjunction with

the afore-stated contention, it is evident that the measures do not satisfy the good faith review.

151 CMS, LG&E, Sempra, Enron.
152 Djibouti [102].
153 Saluka [307].
154 Merits [112-125].
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B. In the present case, the necessity defence in customary international law is

inapplicable.

134. The doctrine of necessity may be invoked under Art. 25 of the ILC Articles only if a State can

establish that violation of its treaty obligations was the only way for it to safeguard an

essential interest against a grave and imminent peril. Further, it must demonstrate that the

breach does not seriously impair an essential interest of the State or States towards which the

obligation exists or the international community as a whole.155

135. The Claimant submits that, in the case at hand, the Respondent cannot invoke the doctrine of

necessity on three grounds. Firstly, in order to invoke the necessity doctrine, a State must

have no means to guard its vital interest other than breaching its international obligation.156 In

CMS, it was held that the plea of necessity is excluded if there are other lawful means

available, even if they may be more costly or less convenient.157

136. In the instant case, with only clean up and remedial work remaining, alternate measures were

available to the Respondent without affecting the Claimant’s investment. There was a

possibility that the Respondent could have sought the Claimant’s assistance again in helping

NPCS clean up the spillage. Moreover, the Claimant was an international company employing

a set of experts. Seeking further assistance form the Claimant was a reasonable alternative to

finding a solution to cleaning up the oil spill, a reasonable road that the Respondent chose not

to take. Thus, Claimant submits that various less restrictive means were available to the

Respondent and it could have adopted the same.

137. Secondly, the Respondent has failed to fulfil the requirement of non-impairment of essential

interests of other States. At this juncture, the Claimant relies on the reasoning of the Tribunals

in Enron158 and Sempra159 wherein the Tribunals suggested that, since the investment

obligations are owed to foreign investors, essential interests of the State are to be substituted

with the interests of the investor. Further, the interest relied on must outweigh all other

155 Crawford, p. 182.
156 Crawford, p. 184.
157 CMS [324].
158 Enron [342].
159 Sempra [391].
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considerations, not merely from the point of view of the acting State but on reasonable

assessment of the competing interests.160

138. The Claimant relies on its submissions on the test of proportionality in direct and indirect

expropriation161 to justify that the measures of the Respondent had a severe impact effect on

the Claimant’s investment. Thus, through disproportionate measures, the Respondent severely

impaired the interests of the Claimant, failing to meet the requirement of Art. 25 of the ILC

Articles.

139. In conclusion, the Claimant submits that the Respondent’s actions do not meet two of the four

cumulative conditions under the defence of necessity. As a result, the Respondent cannot

defend its measures under Art. 25 of the ILC Articles.

CONCLUSION ON THE MERITS

140. The explosion causing the oil leak was a catastrophic accident. However, the cause of the

explosion was and is still unknown and the Claimant could not be blamed for the same.

Despite the Claimant’s working hand in hand with the Respondent in controlling the leak, the

Respondent succumbed to public pressure and unreasonably expropriated the Claimant’s

investment, thereby placing unwarranted liability and blame on the Claimant for the

catastrophe and breaching Art. 4(2) of the FS-BIT. The Respondent also breached its

obligation to maintain confidentiality of the report prepared by the Respondent, the leak of

which resulted in dramatic fall in share prices of the Claimant’s company and caused

substantial losses to the latter. Further, the measures taken by the Respondent were in blatant

violation of its duty to accord fair and equitable treatment to the Claimant under Art. 2(2) of

the FS-BIT. The Respondent not only breached the Claimant’s legitimate expectations, but

acted arbitrarily, taking unreasonable measures and failing to provide the Claimant any

opportunity to be notified or heard before taking adverse measures against it. The Respondent

also cannot defend its acts under the garb of Art. 9 of the FS-BIT as the acts of the

Respondent are arbitrary and fail to meet the test of good faith upheld by tribunals and

160 Crawford, p. 184.
161 Merits [82-101].
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enshrined in Art. 26 of the VCLT. Thus, the Respondent has violated its international

obligations under the FS-BIT.
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF

Claimant respectfully asks the Tribunal to find that:

1. the Tribunal has jurisdiction over the present dispute;

2. the Respondent has breached its confidentiality obligations;

3. the forcible taking of the oil wells by the Respondent constitutes unlawful expropriation of the

Claimant’s investment;

4. Respondent has failed to provide fair and equitable treatment to Claimant with respect to its

investment;

5. Respondent cannot take aid of the defences under FS-BIT or customary international law.

Respectfully submitted on the 30 September 2011 by:

Mo

On behalf of the Claimant

FREEDONIA PETROLEUM LLC, FREEDONIA


